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The mission of the Arcus Foundation

is to achieve social justice
that is inclusive of sexual orientation,
gender identity and race, and
to ensure conservation and
respect of the great apes.

Arcus Foundation, Kalamazoo, Michigan

The Arcus Foundation, founded in 2000, requires
all organizations seeking funding to have in place a
board-approved Equal Employment Opportunity (EEO)
Policy that specifically includes and lists sexual orientation and gender identity, and requires compliance
with all other applicable federal and local EEO laws.
Organizations with non-compliant EEO policies will
not be considered for funding.
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“Why gay rights and great ape conservation?”
This is one of the most recurring questions
I am asked. Sometimes the question is asked
in all seriousness, sometimes with humor,
but also occasionally with significant angst
and disbelief. I have never found a simple,
concise answer.
Usually I feel like I have to share a dialog about
my personal journey that brought Arcus to this
place, and I will admit that at first even to me
the two areas seemed, although very important, essentially unrelated. But along the way
I have come to the realization that they are
actually profoundly connected. I now understand that this spectrum of Arcus’ work is
deeply rooted in the complexity of who we are
and the challenges we navigate in life. I have
found that the issues we work on at Arcus are
incredibly timely for the world we live in today.
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Race, class, equity, freedom, social justice,
sexual orientation, sexuality, gender identity,
evolution, origins, and naturalness, humanness, animalness, spirituality, sustainability,
family recognition: these are the issues in
which we are engaged. These are the most
elemental bits within us and the tender tissues
connecting us to one another – all of which
are deeply laden with layers of contextual
meanings and symbolism, immersed in a long
saga of historical trafficking, and supremely
important in how we define ourselves. We are
compelled to think about all of these issues in
a timeline that began perhaps with our most
ancient, primordial ancestors and still today
test us in our modern paradigm.

We find ourselves in a time when
old ways and understandings
about our world are dramatically changing, and many
new strategies are needed
for us to survive in the modern
world – as individuals, cultures,
and a species. Our understanding of who we are and
our place on this fragile
planet we live on is a huge
undertaking for every last
one of us. Perhaps in the end, our work is
about connecting people with our origins, and
celebrating our many ways of loving each other
and the spectrum of diversity in this world – a
pursuit that will help us understand the realms
of nature and culture, connectedness and
otherness. Arcus works in this vortex of issues
that at first seems odd and offbeat, but in the
end brings us to a place of deep reflection and
our own redefinition.
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Our work weaves together the threads of
nature, culture and identity. We have found
ourselves at a frontier of what it is that makes
us who we are, which forces us to examine
why we came to believe in the things we do.
In concrete terms, we are dealing most explicitly with the protection of nature and natural
beings in our work with great apes, and in
the LGBT work, the protection of the nature
within us . . . our most private, profound inner
nature, its expression and our vitality.

Arcus’ work is motivated by these deep
connections, and we must remain mindful of
the power of the images we use to illustrate
that work, particularly, the cultural legacies of
racism they evoke. I want to acknowledge that
last year’s annual report raised concerns that
we were insensitive to the racist usage of ape
imagery juxtaposed against African-Americans
and people of color. We have learned a lot
from this experience and commit to doing
better in the future. As a foundation with a
keen interest in using vibrant images to make
the important work we support come alive,
we will challenge ourselves to explore,
expose and transform race-based
stereotypes as we go forward.

Jon Stryker
President and Founder
Arcus Foundation

Kalamazoo, Michigan
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Transcending the Tipping Point
2008 was historic and set the stage for
dramatic change for years to come.
Worldwide, the contours of the battle of ideas
shifted in a more progressive direction. The
U.S. experienced a transformational moment
with the election of our first African-American
President. But the cataclysmic collapse of
financial institutions and credit markets shook
global economies and threatened the lives of
millions of people.
For supporters of LGBT human rights, 2008
was marred by bitter defeats. Lesbian and gay
people lost the civil right to marry in California
and lost key ballot initiatives in Arizona, Florida
and Arkansas. Globally, the moral equality of
LGBT people was denied, while civil and political equality remained unevenly distributed.
In the conservation movement, 2008 was
marked by continued threats. Great ape
populations were endangered and reduced by
the scourge of deforestation, the actions of
poachers and profiteers marketing primates as
exotic pets, the impact of wars, and the unrelenting prevalence of poverty in range states.
Yet, 2008 also saw hopeful signs in the social
movements that Arcus supports. December
brought the introduction of the first ever
resolution on sexual orientation and gender
identity in the General Assembly of the United
Nations supported by 67 countries. A new
multi-year campaign to increase resources to
support the human rights of LGBT people was
launched by a global group of human rights
advocates and funders convened by Arcus.
ARCUS FOUNDATION
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New York City

At Arcus, we believe that human rights and
environmental sustainability comprise the ecosystem for a just society. The interdependence
of biological diversity and human diversity
grounds all of Arcus’ work as does a faith that
social justice will be achieved through connection and interaction across the dividing lines
of sexual orientation, gender identity, race,
economic status, human and non-human
being, nature and progress.
A commitment to achieving a just and sustainable world answers the question of why Arcus
works in the fields of LGBT human rights and
great ape conservation. But it does not answer
the question of how the goal of social justice
will be achieved. That answer lies in the
efforts of the imaginative people, institutions
and projects featured in this publication.
We dedicate ourselves to the ideas and
passion they embody, the work they bring to
life – work that is the heart of this report.

Urvashi Vaid
Executive Director
Arcus Foundation
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In conservation, the past year marked a breakthrough in the recognition of climate change

as a major threat to the world’s security and
prosperity. Deforestation rose in prominence
as a danger that must be addressed, and new
resources were pledged to critical regions by
global financial institutions and enlightened
governments. Media coverage of great apes in
captivity highlighted the challenge of research
on primates, and raised further questions
about its necessity, while calls to ban the private ownership of chimpanzees grew stronger.
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mission

The
of the Arcus
Foundation is to achieve social
justice that is inclusive of sexual
orientation, gender identity and
race, and to ensure conservation
and respect of the great apes.

Religion & Values
Program
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Save The Chimps, Ft. Pierce, Florida
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LGBT ESSAYS

Arcus LGBT Program

ARCUS FOUNDATION

Discrimination, social exclusion,
violence and persecution adversely
affect millions of individuals whose sexual
orientation and gender identity are seen
as nonconforming here in the United
States and around the world. The Arcus
Foundation seeks to overcome cultural and
policy obstacles that are barriers to full
acceptance, respect and human rights for
LGBT people. The four essays included in
this section give voice to the many
who are working for global change.
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Three-quarters
(75%) of U.S. adults
favor either marriage or domestic
partnerships/civil
unions for gay and
lesbian couples.

Andy Marra

Bob Shimmel
Melinda Haus-Johnson

Neil Giuliano, past president, Gay & Lesbian Alliance Against Defamation (GLAAD)
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Jeremy Rye and Kenyon Farrow

“Majorities of Americans clearly favor equality for gay and
transgender people, but we’ve seen that too many still
mistakenly believe that the intolerance and injustices we
face are things of the past. So it’s more vital than ever
that we tell our stories, illustrate the injustices we face,
and remind people of the common ground we share.”

About six in 10
(63%) of U.S. adults
favor expanding hate
crime laws to cover
gay and transgender
people. Hate crime
laws cover gay and
transgender people
in 12 states and the
District of Columbia,
and an additional 19
states’ laws cover
sexual orientation but
not gender identity.
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Source: Pulse of Equality: A Snapshot of U.S. Perspectives on Gay and Transgender People and Policies, commissioned by the Gay & Lesbian Alliance Against Defamation (GLAAD), conducted by Harris Interactive, November 2008

A Personal Reflection
on Racism and Homophobia

Over the past 20 years my mother has moved from
standing over me and shouting, “You are NOT gay,
because no daughter of mine would ever be a lesbian,”
to assuming her place at the head of the large and colorful network that we call our family. It includes me and
my sister; my partner and our son and daughter; the gay
man who fathered the children; and an assortment of
friends, exes, cousins, aunties and godchildren. At family
gatherings my mother presides over the crowded table
like the stately queen of a small country. When she
bows her head and blesses the family, she means it.
Still, as I looked at my mother’s face, trying to read
the emotion I saw flicker across her brow, I wondered,
“Does my mother really accept me for who I am?”
That is the central dilemma that plagues so many of us
who are black and LGBT. Whether we call it on the low
or undercover, large numbers of us are still sitting in the
darkness wondering and worrying, “Will my family, my
black family, love me if they know I’m gay?”
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Those who were involved in “no” on Proposition 8, to
prevent the upending of California’s same-sex marriage
legislation, recognized the 10,000-pound elephant in
the movement in the months leading up to the November 2008 ballot. LGBT activists, first quietly and then
more loudly, wondered: would African-American voters
propel the first black president into the history books,

In the days after Proposition 8 passed, African-Americans were blamed for pushing the measure over the top.
A Los Angeles Times headline summed it up succinctly:
“70 Percent of African-Americans Back Prop 8.” That
number has since been widely discredited, but a noisy
and often ugly debate ensued.
Clearly we learned a hard lesson. Established LGBT
groups must understand that any gay and lesbian
activism has to fall under the larger social justice
umbrella. There are no lone wolves or individual silos
of equality. Those of us who are LGBT and AfricanAmerican must have the conviction and courage to
move from down low to living out loud. Hiding and lying
is unhealthy and unhelpful and prevents us from having
full honest relationships with those who know us best
and have loved us the longest and hardest – or doing
the activist work that will make all of our lives better.
So does my mother want me to be straight? That evening,
she reached across the table, covered my hand with
hers and replied, “No honey, I no longer want you to be
straight. I’m used to you this way.” There was no muss,
no fluff, no sugar-candy coating to her answer. It was
simply honest and from her heart. What I heard though,
was – “I love you just the way you are.”
Linda Villarosa is an award-winning journalist and author of
a number of books, most recently a novel, “Passing for Black.”
In 1991, she and her mother, Clara, wrote the groundbreaking
article “Coming Out” in Essence Magazine.

California was the battleground of the largest
initiative process in U.S. history. Kudos to
our “No on 8” same-sex marriage amendment
strategists and field activists who, despite
being overworked and under-resourced,
brought us so close to victory by a margin of
52-48 percent.
In immediate protest, angry members of the LGBT
community took to the streets searching for something
to blame. The National Election Poll’s early exit report
of a 70 percent “Yes” vote among African-Americans
led to African-Americans being scapegoated while the
world, for the first time, rejoiced with them over their
accomplishments. During Barack Obama’s presidential
victory, this displaced outrage severely damaged allied
relations. It also played into the wedge that conservatives have been successfully placing between the LGBT
community and African-Americans, as the de-facto
gatekeepers of the civil rights movement upon which
LGBT legal successes stand, including marriage equality.
A greater scrutiny of the final vote challenges the early
70 percent statistic.
The Proposition 8 election analysis of Patrick J. Egan
and Kenneth Sherrill, commissioned by the Evelyn &
Walter Haas, Jr. Fund, identified that “Party identification, political views, religiosity and age contributed
more than race, gender or personal knowledge of
gays and lesbians.” Across all models, Republicans,
conservatives, more religious and older voters were
significantly more likely to support Proposition 8
than Democrats, liberals, less religious and younger
voters. The greatest divides were between conservatives and liberals (82-22 percent); Republicans and
Democrats (81-30 percent); and weekly church goers
and infrequent attendees (70-30 percent). Voters over
and under 65 years of age supported 67-45 percent,
respectively. African-American and Latino support
was 58 percent and 59 percent, respectively − higher
than 49 percent for Whites, which is more a factor of
greater church attendance than race.

Proposition 8 sets a dangerous precedent of allowing
the constitutional rights of a minority to be eliminated
by a simple majority vote. Social justice and civil rights
organizations stand with us in our ongoing legal fight
for democracy over theocracy. To keep public opinion
moving in our direction I contend we address the
concerns of both our opposition and allies:
n Stop skirting around the most pervasive argument
against us, “There goes the neighborhood!” and
acknowledge that our presence alters the landscape.
Marginalized groups bear the burden of outlining how
support for them benefits the whole by enabling the
majority to further embody its values and aspirations.
We need our own “I Have a Dream” vision statement
that identifies our positive impact and value added.
n End the ceaseless debates in which we only address
the secular while our opponents only address the
sacred. We may have the right to move in, but we will
never be trusted as neighbors until we can at least
articulate an understanding of the perceived sanctity
of the neighborhood. The ability to, at least, restate
the other’s position is Relationships 101.
n Openly celebrate and nurture our allied relationships
in People of Color and religious communities and
refrain from using them as mere levers of change. Their
critical long-standing support demands reciprocity.
LGBT People of Color and religious leaders must be
among our top strategists.
n Rise above our incessant insistence on our personal
rights and articulate our marriage battle as the struggle
to protect the rights of all vulnerable populations. In so
doing, we reposition ourselves away from the accusation of self-indulgently riding the coattails of the civil
rights movement into being champions of social justice
for all people.
Let us seize this redefining moment.
Rev. Deborah L. Johnson is the founder and president of
Inner Light Ministries and the Motivational Institute, and is a
lifelong social justice activist.
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This is the crisis many of us face, and the huge disconnect that keeps the LGBT movement from reaching its
full potential. Gay marriage or any LGBT rights initiative
or agenda cannot move forward without the participation
and contributions of diverse communities, including those
of us who are both black and LGBT. As the activist Fannie
Lou Hamer said, “Nobody is free until everybody is free.”

but drum out gay marriage? In the final weeks before
the vote, there was a desperate, and desperately late,
rush to enlist out LGBT African-Americans in the cause.
While organizations like the National Black Justice Coalition were doing the work, it wasn’t enough. One week
before the vote, I received a call from an organization in
California asking me to write a pro-gay marriage editorial. My best friend was asked to fly out to California
to add “visibility” to the campaign. Neither of us could
honor these 11th-hour requests. It felt like being asked
to the prom the night before the dance.

LGBT ESSAYS

Over dinner a few months ago, I leaned across
the table and asked my mother, “Do you wish
I was straight?” During a pause that seemed
at least nine months pregnant, I felt myself
dancing with the demon I thought had left my
party long ago.

Proposition 8: A Redefining Moment
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Amos Lim

Michael Hinson

Almost two-thirds (64%) of
U.S. adults favor allowing
openly gay military personnel
to serve in the armed forces.
The current “Don’t Ask, Don’t
Tell” law bans military service
by openly gay personnel.
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Source: Pulse of Equality: A Snapshot of U.S. Perspectives on Gay and Transgender People and Policies, commissioned by the Gay & Lesbian Alliance Against Defamation (GLAAD), conducted by Harris Interactive, November 2008

Claire Winter
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Rev. Rebecca Voelkel

Nearly seven out of 10 U.S. adults
(69%) oppose laws that would
ban qualified gay and lesbian
couples from adopting children.

Approximately two in
10 U.S. adults (19%)
report their feelings
toward gays and
lesbians have become
more favorable over
the past five years.
Knowing someone who
is gay or lesbian was a
contributing factor for
nearly eight in 10 (79%)
whose feelings became
more favorable.
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LGBT Rights: Changing the World Together
Homophobia does not only affect so-called
sexual minorities.

On the fourth and last day of engaged discussion,
information-sharing and debate, we teetered on the edge
of emotional fallout – that moment at the end of an
intense gathering where you feel that things could just
fall into the abyss. The real feelings start coming out.
Some of the LGBT participants felt that the “straight”
lawyers were not really getting who we were. Some of
the lawyers expressed frustration that the community
wanted to control the cases rather than let the lawyers
guide the process.
Finally, a prominent lawyer spoke up, quietly, and said,
“My husband knows I am here. But he thinks I am here
for four days talking about reproductive rights. I could
not tell him why I was here. And yet, here I am.”
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The fight for human rights and dignity for LGBT people
is one that still too few take up. The punishment for
speaking out can range from stigma to death. That is
why IGLHRC believes so firmly that the ability to successfully confront homophobia is integrally connected to
the strength of our partnerships – within our community
and others who believe, as we do, in the core value of
every human being.
Paula L. Ettelbrick is the former executive director of the
International Gay and Lesbian Human Rights Commission
(IGLHRC).

an organization in the mid-Michigan area, is expanding its reach to educate more people about the lives of
the LGBT community. People of color offer a different
perspective of inclusion that should be highly valued.

The overarching themes learned from that defeat were:
n creating collaboration;
n developing organizational foundations; and
n leadership development.

Yet with these gains all around the state, we have
challenges. The Michigan Supreme Court took away
domestic partnership benefits offered by public
employers, denying health care to children and families.
In Northern Michigan and around the state, people are
still fearful of anti-gay violence, and for good reason.
In 2008, there was a 133 percent increase in anti-gay
hate crimes in Michigan. This could be a result of the
depressed economy, but could be the storm before the
calm. Last year, the City Commissioners of Kalamazoo
amended the city’s nondiscrimination ordinance to
include sexual orientation and gender identity, but
then had to rescind the ordinance due to the opposition’s collection of signatures against the proposal.
Commissioners and the people of Kalamazoo are
committed to an inclusive city that will be the model
for economic recovery in our state, and I have no
doubt that Kalamazoo will remain a city that is open
and accepting to everyone.

With this blend of activities and continuous engagement
of the grassroots supporter, Michigan will move toward
full equality for the LGBT community.
Many activities have occurred that show the excellent
results of collaboration. The most poignant is probably
the collaboration of LGBT and ally organizations focused
on progressive issues to get out the vote for the 2008
elections. While working with several ally groups, we
strengthened support for LGBT issues in the Michigan
Supreme Court and House of Representatives, and in
the White House. Within the LGBT community, collaboration is building at an enormous pace. The Association
of Michigan LGBT and Ally Organizations is growing
and developing to link every LGBT organization in the
state to improve communications with each other and
increase resources. Keweenaw Pride, the student group
at Michigan Technological University, with almost 40
members, has been growing and increasing their activities including a Day of Silence and the Transgender Day
of Remembrance. Healing Detroit is another initiative geared to increasing collaboration and capacity of
several African-American organizations. While working together, these organizations also have increased
leadership development of LGBT people of color. Detroit
Latin@z is reaching out to the community and holding
seminars to create leaders of tomorrow. Perceptions,

So often in Michigan we are made to react to attacks
from narrow-minded oppressors. Rather than be reactive,
we must be proactive. With a new administration leading the nation, we must take advantage of the inclusive
climate and reach out to all people in Michigan, not only
to inform them of who we are, but to tell them that we
deserve and must have equality.
Alicia Skillman is an attorney and the executive director
of Triangle Foundation, a statewide LGBT civil justice
advocacy organization.
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Homophobia forced her to deceive her life partner in
order to bring her professional expertise to that meeting.
Our collective unwillingness to be defeated by the ugly,
brutal effects of homophobia brought all of us into that
room. And, the strategic use of human rights law
to challenge the social norms and legal practices that
deny a full life to millions of lesbian, gay, bisexual and
transgender people around the world is our tool –
whether in the courts, in the streets or in the media.

Yet, we are in the midst of an escalating backlash,
particularly in Africa where the fear of perceived Western
encroachment on African traditions and religious belief
has elevated the threat to LGBT people – heads of state
calling openly for the death and extermination of LGBT
people; police roundups of gay men; unpunished rapes
of lesbians to “cure” them; the arrests and beatings of
transgender activists for demonstrating for HIV/AIDS
initiatives for the LGBT communities.

Since the anti-gay marriage amendment of 2004,
the LGBT community in Michigan has worked to
address the weaknesses that were uncovered by
the organizing to defeat the initiative.

LGBT ESSAYS

Recently, I attended a meeting convened by the International Gay and Lesbian Human Rights Commission
(IGLHRC) to address the possibility of using legal strategies to challenge the arrests and prosecution of LGBT
people throughout Africa. Our group of 45 consisted
of “mainstream” human rights lawyers from Nigeria,
Morocco, Kenya, Namibia, Ghana and nearly a dozen
other countries; LGBT activists from the region; and a
couple of international human rights colleagues.

The explosion of LGBT organizing and human rights
advocacy in the last decade has had two effects. First,
collectively we have succeeded in achieving tangible
gains – constitutions in South Africa and Ecuador that
guarantee equality based on sexual orientation; laws in
Uruguay and Colombia recognizing same-sex partners;
courts in Nepal and Uganda that have extended core
human rights principles to LGBT people; the increased
acknowledgment of the basic dignity displayed by health
care workers and government officials in referring to
a transgender woman by her chosen name; and an
unprecedented 67 countries that signed a joint statement at the United Nations calling on all members
to eliminate sodomy laws and promote equality for
LGBT people. And the list could go on.

Reaching Out for Equality in Michigan
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Troy Plummer
ARCUS FOUNDATION
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Jake Bailey, Drea Nishimoto and Aiden Gleisberg

Rea Carey, executive
director, National Gay
and Lesbian Task Force

founder and president, Inner Light Ministries
and Motivational Institute

Kiya Morton

professor of History and Gender and Women’s Studies,
University of Illinois at Chicago

Carolyn Lejuste
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“In this new era, what’s being held out to
us is an opportunity and a challenge not
to think in particularities of identities or in
group self-interest. Instead, how do we talk
about our goals and our dreams in the context of the common good?” Dr. John D’Emilio,

“However you do
it – walking door to
door, talking with
friends, going to
meetings, sending
tweets, or getting
people elected –
just organize!”

“There’s also what Dr. Martin Luther
King called the ‘fierce urgency of
now.’ There’s this awakening that
says that something has to happen;
it has to happen now and it has to
happen fast.” Reverend Deborah L. Johnson,
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Advancing human rights for LGBT people locally, nationally, globally

Arcus LGBT Program

Michigan LGBT Rights
Program
Supports work that advances
the rights of LGBT people,
social justice for LGBT people
of color and racial justice in
Arcus’ home state of Michigan.
15 grants totaling $1,165,850
Actors’ Theatre Company
Grand Rapids, MI
$15,000 for the creation and
distribution of educational materials to accompany the DVD/film
of the play “Seven Passages:
The Stories of Gay Christians.”
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Alliant International
University
San Francisco, CA
$75,000 for support of the
Rockway Institute’s Michigan
Project for Informed Public
Policy that aims to identify,
organize and connect Michigan
psychologists, social scientists
and health professionals who
have expertise in LGBT issues
to LGBT advocacy groups in
the state.
Black Pride Society
Detroit, MI
$25,000 for general operating
support to build, nurture and
empower LGBT persons of
African descent in Southeast
Michigan.

Grand Valley State
University
Allendale, MI
$60,030 for support of a
full-time Assistant Director of
the LGBT Resource Center to
increase the respect, inclusion
and equality of LGBT and other
minority populations at Grand
Valley State University and
in the greater Grand Rapids
community.
Kalamazoo Community
Foundation
Kalamazoo, MI
$100,000 over two years for
support of efforts to strengthen
and expand the Challenge Day
Youth Tolerance and Compassion Initiative in Kalamazoo
County schools.
Kalamazoo Gay/Lesbian
Resource Center
Kalamazoo, MI
$50,000 over two years for
general operating support,
including board development
trainings, hiring of an executive
director, and establishing collaborative relationships with LGBT
people of color communities.
Kick
Detroit, MI
$7,000 for a series of strategic
planning retreats designed to
assist Kick’s leadership team in
building a sustainable, effective
organizational infrastructure

Michigan Equality
Education Fund
Lansing, MI
$75,000 for general operating
support to promote equality and
eliminate discrimination based
on sexual orientation, gender
identity or gender expression.
Michigan Equality
Education Fund
Lansing, MI
$31,320 for a comprehensive
strategic planning process
to assess and reposition the
organization within Michigan’s
larger LGBT community.
Midwest AIDS Prevention
Project
Ferndale, MI
$30,000 to support The
Peninsula Group Design
Team’s implementation plan
for the Association of Michigan
LGBT and Ally Organizations to
transition into an independent
legal entity.
Midwest AIDS Prevention
Project
Ferndale, MI
$40,000 over two years for the
Midwest AIDS Prevention Project
to spin off the “La Comunidad”
program into an independent
Latino LGBT organization.
Sistahs Providing
Intelligence, Creativity &
Empowerment
Detroit, MI
$32,500 for general operating
support to build the capacity of
this Detroit-area organization
serving black lesbians, and to
support Healing Detroit, a collaborative of African-American
LGBT organizations in Southeast Michigan.

Special Fund for
Michigan Collaboration
Supports collaborative efforts
among organizations working to
advance LGBT rights in Michigan.
2 grants totaling $149,790

The Triangle Foundation
Detroit, MI
$139,790 for general operating
support of Unity Michigan to
organize the state’s progressive
community to secure full equality for LGBT people.

National LGBT Rights
Program
Supports policy change efforts
at the federal and state levels
by working with funders,
national organizations and
allies; supports the movement’s
effectiveness; and works to grow
and diversify resources available.
19 grants totaling $3,103,000
Austin Community
Foundation
Austin, TX
$25,000 to support Atticus
Circle, an effort to educate and
mobilize straight people around
the United States to advance
equal rights for LGBT people
and their families.
Equality Federation
Institute
San Francisco, CA
$250,000 over two years for
general operating support of an
alliance of state-based LGBT
advocacy organizations, which
aims to build a strategic and
sustainable LGBT movement in
every state and territory.
Gay & Lesbian Leadership
Institute
Washington, DC
$200,000 for support of leadership development and training
programs for LGBT leaders
focused on states supported
by the National Collaborative
as well as in Southern and
Midwestern states.
Gill Operating Foundation
Denver, CO
$278,000 for support of the
Movement Advancement Project
to produce and disseminate strategic and operational research
aimed at increasing the productivity of philanthropic investments
in the LGBT movement.

In the Life Media
New York, NY
$100,000 for support of public
television programming about
LGBT issues, including a special
on the 40th anniversary of
Stonewall, three segments
relating to Arcus program areas,
as well as six paid internships
focused on emerging LGBT
video producers.
The Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual
& Transgender Community
Center
New York, NY
$50,000 for support of the
national organizing initiative
Causes in Common, an alliance
of LGBT and reproductive
justice activists.
LGBT Labor Leadership
Initiative
Washington, DC
$60,000 for general operating
support to build allies within the
labor movement and expand the
rights of LGBT workers through
labor unions.
National Center for
Lesbian Rights
San Francisco, CA
$100,000 for general operating
support to sustain and expand
work to advance the rights of
LGBT people, including efforts
on issues such as family rights
and marriage equality, LGBT
youth and juvenile justice,
low-income LGBT people and
immigration.
National Center for
Transgender Equality
Washington, DC
$150,000 over two years for
general operating support to
strengthen the effectiveness
of the only autonomous transgender organization working
on federal policy and issues
of national significance to the
transgender community.
National Gay and
Lesbian Task Force
Washington, DC
$200,000 for two projects of
the NGLTF Policy Institute: the
Fellowship Program, to engage
graduate and post-graduate
level scholars, especially LGBT
academics of color; and Looking
Back and Moving Forward, a
series of forums and conversations

on important, cutting edge
topics facing the LGBT movement as it approaches the 40th
anniversary of the Stonewall riots.
National Gay and
Lesbian Task Force
Washington, DC
$1,000,000 for general
operating support for national
and state-level organizing,
capacity building, advocacy and
public education, which aims
to advance equal rights and
respect for LGBT people.
Old Lesbians Organizing
for Change
Athens, OH
$15,000 for capacity building
of this national organization that
works to increase the visibility
and activism of older adult
lesbians in their communities
and in the LGBT and mainstream
aging networks.
Parents, Families
and Friends of Lesbian
and Gays
Washington, DC
$40,000 for the National Safe
Schools Roundtable, which
works to enhance the effectiveness of the LGBT safe schools
movement nationwide.
Servicemembers Legal
Defense Network
Washington, DC
$125,000 for general operating
support to advocate for change
in the military’s anti-LGBT
policy by educating the public,
religious leaders in the military
and policymakers.
Stonewall Community
Foundation
New York, NY
$90,000 for planning and
convening of a national LGBT
Leadership Task Force to
develop a 30-year strategy for
leadership development in LGBT
communities nationwide.
Theater Offensive
Cambridge, MA
$60,000 over two years for
X-uality, a national grassroots
performance festival exploring the wide range of queer
sexualities, in commemoration
of the 40th anniversary of the
Stonewall riots.

Tides Foundation
San Francisco, CA
$200,000 for support of the
State Equality Fund/California
Initiative, which focuses on
public education efforts aimed
at communities of color around
the issue of LGBT marriage.
University of California
Santa Barbara
Santa Barbara, CA
$60,000 for support of the
Michael D. Palm Center to
conduct and disseminate
research and educate military
officials, policy makers,
media and the public about
the impact of the country’s
anti-LGBT military policy.
Women’s Sports
Foundation
East Meadow, NY
$100,000 over two years for It
Takes A Team!, an educational
initiative dedicated to the
development and implementation of policy that ensures a safe
and respectful climate for LGBT
participants in high school and
collegiate athletics.

National Collaborative
Supports a consortium of
national LGBT organizations
and funders working to achieve
policy goals in pilot states
where there is high potential
to accomplish change.
6 grants totaling $495,000
Astraea Lesbian
Foundation for Justice
New York, NY
$100,000 for support of Freedom to Marry’s Marriage Justice
Project, a partnership with
the California NAACP and the
National Black Justice Coalition,
which seeks to increase support
for marriage equality among
African-Americans throughout
California as well as lay the
groundwork for public education
in other states.
Basic Rights
Education Fund
Portland, OR
$50,000 to legally secure
domestic partnership protections in Oregon through litigation
and efforts to shift public opinion,
build constituents, engage the
media and build grassroots field

organizing efforts and leadership
development programs.
Equality California Institute
San Francisco, CA
$95,000 for Let California Ring,
a public education campaign
on marriage and lesbian, gay,
bisexual and transgender
equality.
Equality Federation
Institute
San Francisco, CA
$25,000 to support the work
of the National Collaborative, a
consortium of national LGBT
organizations and funders working to achieve significant policy
victories in a small group of pilot
states (California, Iowa, Maryland,
Michigan, New Jersey, and
Oregon) where there is high
potential to accomplish change.
Equality Maryland
Silver Spring, MD
$100,000 for constituent
outreach and organizing, public
education, leadership development and mobilization to build
public support for marriage
equality in Maryland.
Garden State Equality
Education Fund
Montclair, NJ
$125,000 to support a field
organizing program in New
Jersey which will educate the
public about the ways in which
same-sex couples are disadvantaged when they cannot become
legally married.

International LGBT
Rights Program
Supports and encourages
efforts to advance LGBT human
rights in three target regions
and within a wide array of global
public policy forums, treaties,
bodies and institutions.
10 grants totaling
$2,240,000
Astraea Lesbian
Foundation for Justice
New York, NY
$500,000 over two years for
support of the International
Fund for Sexual Minorities’
grants to LGBT and social
change organizations in Africa,
the Middle East and Asia.
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Affirmations
Ferndale, MI
$450,000 over three years for
general operating costs and
support of Affirmation’s ACTION
Plan initiative to address and
improve race relations among
the organization’s staff, as well
as among LGBT organizations
serving Detroit.

Council of Michigan
Foundations
Grand Haven, MI
$150,000 over two years for
support of the Transforming
Philanthropy Through Diversity
and Inclusion Initiative to enable
philanthropic organizations to
become more inclusive of LGBT
people and people of color.

Legal Services of South
Central Michigan
Ann Arbor, MI
$25,000 for a statewide immigrant rights coalition to convene
a statewide summit to advance
the cause of immigrant rights.

Kalamazoo Gay/
Lesbian Resource Center
Kalamazoo, MI
$10,000 for Pulse of West
Michigan to organize LGBT
people of color.

LGBT Grants

Seeks to advance social justice by supporting
efforts to promote human rights and policy change
for LGBT (lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender)
equality; projects focused on impacting religiousand values-based beliefs to promote greater
acceptance of the LGBT community; and efforts
to address and promote racial justice in LGBT
communities and further the acceptance of
LGBT people and support for LGBT issues within
communities of color.

and formulating a viable
strategic plan.
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to advance the recognition of
human rights based on sexual
orientation and gender identity
at the international level through
strategic planning, coalition
and movement building and
advocacy.

for the LGBT Pipeline Project
to build a long-term effort to
increase the number of people
of color working within the
nation’s LGBT rights movement
and to increase the diversity of
LGBT leaders.

Hivos
The Hague, Netherlands
$500,000 over two years for
capacity building, human rights
defense, research and core support to human rights organizations
working for LGBT rights in Africa,
Indonesia and the Middle East.

Tides Foundation
San Francisco, CA
$198,000 over two years for
the Global Development Fund
to support ARC International
to advance the recognition
of human rights based on
sexual orientation and gender
identity at the international
level through strategic planning,
coalition and movement building and advocacy.

CenterLink (National
Association of Lesbian, Gay,
Bisexual and Transgender
Community Centers)
Washington, DC
$90,000 for general operating
support and for collaboration
with the LGBT Pipeline Project
to identify the barriers to
leadership for LGBT people of
color, and to strategize ways
to enhance their inclusion in
leadership throughout the
LGBT movement.

Human Rights Watch
New York, NY
$450,000 over three years for
support of transitioning a full-time
general human rights researcher
position in the Middle East and
North Africa Division to half-time
on LGBT rights and half-time on
human rights in general.
International Lesbian and
Gay Association
Brussels, Belgium
$140,000 over two years for
management and development of a global Web portal to
facilitate network building and
strengthened communications
among individuals and organizations working for the human
rights of LGBT people.
New Israel Fund
Washington, DC
$25,000 for support of ASWATPalestinian Gay Women’s Group
and Empowerment Program to
include outreach, community
building and training activities.
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Public Interest Projects
New York, NY
$225,000 for the LGBT Foreign
Policy Project to organize for
a stronger U.S. voice on international human rights issues
affecting lesbian, gay, bisexual
and transgender persons.
Queen City Community
Development
Seattle, WA
$2,000 for ARC International

Seeks to encourage and
support work that is focused
at the intersection of racial
justice, sexual orientation and
gender identity through projects
addressing the crossover issues
of LGBT and people of color
communities.
20 grants totaling
$2,359,000
Advocates For Youth
Washington, DC
$50,000 to support the AntiHomophobia/Transphobia Project
to improve the sexual health and
well-being of marginalized LGBT
youth of color.
Al-Fatiha Foundation
Washington, DC
$50,000 for support of a community needs assessment and
organizational development for
the only national organization
advocating for the rights and
inclusion of LGBT Muslims.
Asian & Pacific Islander
Wellness Center
San Francisco, CA
$50,000 for support of the
National Queer Asian Pacific
Islander Alliance, a new federation of lesbian, gay, bisexual
and transgender Asian American,
South Asian and Pacific Islander
organizations.
Astraea Lesbian
Foundation for Justice
New York, NY
$300,000 over three years

Children of Lesbians and
Gays Everywhere
San Francisco, CA
$50,000 for the expansion
and development of programs
that focus on LGBT families of
color and LGBT families with
trans-racially or trans-nationally
adopted children and youth.
Equality Maryland
Silver Spring, MD
$100,000 for support of the
Maryland Black Family Alliance
to educate and organize allies
and potential allies about issues
relating to Maryland’s AfricanAmerican LGBT communities.
Funders for Lesbian and
Gay Issues
New York, NY
$75,000 for the LGBTQ Racial
Equity Campaign to increase
funding that supports the capacity building and leadership of
LGBT people of color organizations, projects and individuals;
and for publication of A Global
Gaze: LGBTI Grantmaking in the
Global South and East – Calendar
Year 2007, an updated report on
funding trends.
Immigration Equality
New York, NY
$200,000 over two years for
general operating support to
eliminate the discriminatory
impact of U.S. immigration
policy on LGBT and HIVpositive immigrants.

International Federation
of Black Prides
Washington, DC
$129,000 for general operating support to build fundraising
capacity, increase the visibility
of transgender people in the
LGBT African-American social
justice movement, and define a
social justice policy agenda that
addresses the needs of working
class LGBT African-American
and Latino communities.
Just Detention
International
Los Angeles, CA
$100,000 for general operating
support to end the sexual violence against inmates, especially
LGBT inmates, in U.S. prisons
and jails and for work serving
victims of sexual violence in
Michigan detention facilities.
National Center for
Civic Innovation
New York, NY
$100,000 over two years for
the Center for HIV Law and
Policy’s Teen SENSE project to
create a national interdisciplinary
advocacy network and campaign
that secures the adoption of
LGBT-inclusive sexual health
care programs in adolescent
detention and foster care facilities across the country.
National Gay and Lesbian
Task Force
Washington, DC
$50,000 for support of Unid@s,
the national LGBT Latina/o
human rights organization, to
evaluate the state of local Latina/o
LGBT communities across the
country and the pressing needs
in each of these communities.
Parents, Families and
Friends of Lesbians and Gays
Washington, DC
$150,000 for support of the
Diversity Network Project to

expand outreach to ethnically
diverse communities.
People for the American
Way Foundation
Washington, DC
$100,000 for the Young People
For Leadership Academy to
identify, develop and support
young LGBT and LGBT-friendly
leaders and activists.
Spelman College
Atlanta, GA
$475,000 over two years for
the Women’s Research and
Resource Center to expand an
initiative focused on increasing
awareness and understanding
about African-American gay and
lesbian experiences through
research and outreach at six
historically black colleges and
universities across the South,
culminating in a policy summit.
Sylvia Rivera Law Project
New York, NY
$75,000 for general operating
support to provide advocacy
and public education to end
gender identity discrimination.
Tectonic Theater Project
New York, NY
$150,000 over two years for
20 artist residencies in high
schools and universities across
the U.S. producing the play, The
Laramie Project, and for a training program for 10 LGBT theater
artists of color.
Zuna Institute
Sacramento, CA
$50,000 for a strategic planning and board development
process focused on building
the organizational infrastructure
and developing a social justice
program of a national advocacy
organization for black lesbians.

Religion & Values
Program
Seeks to change LGBTexclusionary denominational
policies; build an LGBTinclusive faith-based social
justice movement; and refute
beliefs that portray gay, lesbian,
bisexual and transgender
people as sinful and immoral.
19 grants totaling
$2,128,331

Cathedral Church of
St. James
Chicago, IL
$177,251 to support the efforts
of the Chicago Consultation to
promote the full inclusion of
LGBT faithful in the Episcopal
Church and in the Anglican
Communion.
Chicago Theological
Seminary
Chicago, IL
$335,000 over three years for
the LGBTQ Religious Studies
Center to develop and disseminate
a theological and philosophical
framework that affirms the full
expression of LGBT sexuality.
Dignity USA
Medford, MA
$20,000 to support media and
advocacy activities in connection with the first visit of Pope
Benedict XVI to the United
States in April 2008.
Emory University
Atlanta, GA
$50,000 over two years to
expand the coverage of sexuality
and gender in the new online
magazine, Religion Dispatches, by
supporting the inclusion of LGBT
contributors and an ongoing analysis of issues concerning sexuality.
Integrity
Rochester, NY
$60,000 for two half-time field
organizers to support efforts to
promote the full inclusion of LGBT
faithful within the Episcopal Church.
Interfaith Alliance
Foundation
Des Moines, IA
$140,000 over two years for the
Faithful Voices project to educate and organize Iowa’s clergy,
faith leaders and communities
of faith in support of marriage
equality for LGBT couples.
Interfaith Alliance
Foundation
Washington, DC
$90,000 for the Green Paper
project to stimulate a national
dialogue on LGBT rights among
religious leaders and within
religious leadership structures.
Jewish Fund for Justice
New York, NY
$50,000 for the Seasons Fund
for Social Transformation, a

funder collaborative dedicated
to supporting social transformation through leadership
development that cultivates
reflection and self-awareness
among social justice leaders.
Keshet
Jamaica Plain, MA
$75,000 for support of the
Hineini Project, a campaign for
safer schools that advocates
for LGBT inclusion across the
major movements of Judaism,
with particular emphasis on the
Conservative movement.
Lutherans Concerned
St. Paul, MN
$200,000 over two years to
organize and support a grassroots
collaborative effort to change
existing denominational policy at
the 2009 Churchwide Assembly
of the Evangelical Lutheran
Church in America toward the full
inclusion of LGBT people of faith.
Mainstream Media Project
Arcata, CA
$23,000 to work with four
leading Catholic LGBT
organizations to conduct a messaging campaign and schedule
interviews in the broadcast
media that promote pro-LGBT
messages in connection with
Pope Benedict XVI’s visit to
Washington, D.C. and New York
City in April 2008.
Political Research
Associates
Somerville, MA
$177,355 for a research project
to document U.S. resources
supporting activities of African
anti-LGBT religious and political
leaders, and to document the
impact of these resources on
mainline churches and the LGBT
community in the U.S.
Seabury-Western
Theological Seminary
Evanston, IL
$132,162 for support of the
Chicago Consultation’s efforts
to promote the full inclusion of
LGBT persons in the Episcopal
Church and Anglican Communion.
Truth Wins Out
Brooklyn, NY
$60,000 for general operating
support and the testing of media

messages that challenge the
perception that sexual orientation can be changed.
Unitarian Universalist
Legislative Ministry
Sacramento, CA
$139,400 over two years for
general operating support of
the interfaith coalition, California Faith for Equality, which
aims to educate, support and
mobilize California’s faith
communities to advance the
rights of LGBT people and
safeguard religious freedom.
Unitarian Universalist
United Nations Office
New York, NY
$90,000 over three years for
the End Global LGBT Criminal
Sanctions Initiative, to build a
movement among secular and
faith-based nongovernmental
organizations that hold consultative status at the United Nations,
to end the criminalization of
LGBT expression, life and identity worldwide.
United Church of
Christ Coalition for
LGBT Concerns
Cleveland, OH
$45,000 for general operating
support of the primary LGBT
advocacy group working within
the United Church of Christ to
expand its efforts to promote
the full inclusion of LGBT people
in church and society.
Western Michigan
University Foundation
Kalamazoo, MI
$44,263 for the performance
of Western Michigan University
Theatre Department’s production of “Seven Passages: The
Stories of Gay Christians” at
the Anglican Communion’s
Lambeth Conference in Canterbury, England.
Yale University
New Haven, CT
$219,900 over two years for
support of Yale Law School’s
Cultural Cognition Project to
examine how cultural values
and bias impact perceptions
and decisions regarding samesex parenting and the welfare
of children.
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New Israel Fund
Washington, DC
$75,000 for Jerusalem Open
House to secure greater recognition and space for LGBT people
in religious frameworks and
discourses in Israel.

Racial Justice, Sexual
Orientation & Gender
Identity Program

Intermedia Arts Of
Minnesota
Minneapolis, MN
$15,000 for support of the Two
Spirit Press Room to organize
the 20th Anniversary International Gathering of Two Spirit
People to address the concerns
and rights of LGBT Native
American people living in the
United States and Canada.

LGBT Grants

The Fund for Global
Human Rights
Washington, DC
$125,000 to support and build
the capacity of advocates for
LGBT human rights in Africa, the
Middle East and Southeast Asia.
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MICHIGAN

Michigan Racial and
Economic Justice Initiative
Working in Kalamazoo, the headquarters of the Arcus
Foundation, has given us an opportunity to create
a learning community among the leaders of local nonprofit organizations focused on racial and economic
disparities. Arcus is providing direction and resources
to this grassroots group as they work at policy change
and create a more diverse and just community.

Michigan Special Opportunity

ARCUS FOUNDATION

The Arcus Foundation is providing local support
for special Michigan-based opportunities and
collaborations initiated within our home state.

Annual Report 2008
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Organizing for justice, racial equality and change in Michigan

Michigan Racial and
Economic Justice Initiative

in collaboration with Douglass
Community Association,
ERAC/CE and New Latino
Visions, with ISAAC as a
secondary partner.
Boys and Girls Clubs of
Greater Kalamazoo
Kalamazoo, MI
$45,000 for capacity building
to strengthen comprehensive

ERAC/CE
Kalamazoo, MI
$40,000 for capacity building
to strengthen organizing and
training in order to advance
racial equality in Southwest
Michigan.

Michigan Interfaith Voice
Detroit, MI
$200,000 for support of
Interfaith Strategy for Advocacy
and Action in the Community
(ISAAC) Ordinary People for
Extraordinary Change project
to build leadership, organize
and create change in the largely
Latino Edison neighborhood of
Kalamazoo. This project is in
collaboration with the Hispanic
American Council.

Michigan Interfaith Voice
Detroit, MI
$25,000 for Interfaith Strategy
for Advocacy and Action in
the Community (ISAAC) to
strengthen interfaith social justice organizing in Kalamazoo.
Michigan Organizing
Project
Kalamazoo, MI
$200,000 over two years for the
establishment of a communitybased Workers Center in
Kalamazoo County to engage
in leadership development,
advocacy, organizing, education
and ongoing support for lowwage workers. This project is in
collaboration with the Hispanic
American Council, the Northside

Association for Community
Development and the Kalamazoo
Homeless Action Network.
Michigan Organizing
Project
Kalamazoo, MI
$49,200 for capacity building
to strengthen internal communications and fund development
and to organize and educate
the Kalamazoo community
on health care, housing and
immigration issues.
Michigan Organizing
Project
Kalamazoo, MI
$30,000 for the Kalamazoo
Homeless Action Network to
advance a statewide campaign
to establish a Homeless
Housing Trust Fund.

New Latino Visions
Kalamazoo, MI
$40,000 for capacity building
to enhance organizational leadership and engage in strategic
planning to advance racial
equality in Southwest Michigan
through multiculturalism,
education, youth and community development programs.
Northside Association for
Community Development
Kalamazoo, MI
$42,020 for capacity building
for staff training on program
implementation, and for continued support of contract property
maintenance services.

University of Michigan
Ann Arbor, MI
$150,000 over two years for the
Institute for Social Research’s
Program for Research on Black
Americans to develop a Knowledge Center to conduct research
and provide technical assistance
to support the work of network
members of the Michigan Racial
and Economic Justice Initiative
in Kalamazoo.
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Boys and Girls Clubs of
Greater Kalamazoo
Kalamazoo, MI
$200,000 over two years for
the planning and implementation of the Institute for New
Leadership, addressing youth
and adult leadership in communities of color and low-income
communities. This project is

Douglass Community
Association
Kalamazoo, MI
$50,000 for capacity building
to strengthen internal management of operations and
programs that empower Kalamazoo’s Northside residents to
improve their quality of life.

Hispanic American Council
Kalamazoo, MI
$50,000 for capacity building
to provide staff leadership and
improve technology systems to
enhance education and human
development programs for Hispanics in Southwest Michigan.
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Supports the efforts of 9 community-based organizations in Kalamazoo to assess, define and advance
racial and economic justice priorities and strengthen
the ability to achieve community-wide structural and
policy change. 13 grants totaling $1,121,220

youth education and career
development programs.

Kalamazoo, Michigan
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Michigan Special Opportunity
From time to time, the Arcus Foundation may support
organizations and projects that do not fall within the
guidelines of the Arcus LGBT or Great Apes Programs.
Such opportunities are limited and occur only at the
initiation of the Foundation.

school students with extraordinary academic and leadership
potential, but come from groups
that are underrepresented in
American higher education
and are often overlooked by
traditional college selection
processes.

MICHIGAN
Annual Report 2008
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Kalamazoo College
Kalamazoo, MI
$5,642,512 in support of
Kalamazoo College’s collaboration with the Posse Foundation
to provide scholarships and
support to 10 “Posse Scholars”
from Los Angeles Public Schools
each year for five years until the
final students graduate in 2017.
Posse Scholars are public high
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Kalamazoo College
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GREAT APES ESSAYS

Arcus Great Apes Program

ARCUS FOUNDATION

The long-term survival of humans and the great
apes is utterly dependent on how we respect and
care for non-human animals and our shared natural
resources. The Arcus Foundation seeks to improve
respect for and recognition of the rights and value
of the great apes and strengthen protections
from threats to their habitats. The four essays in
this section address the urgent need for global
conservation and great ape preservation.
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Young orangutan, Gomantong Forest Reserve, Sabah

The hunting of forest animals for bushmeat,
once a subsistence activity, has become a
major commercial enterprise.

Source: World Wildlife Fund
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The orangutan may
be extinct in the wild
in a few decades
unless we act quickly.

Bornean orangutans, Indonesia

ARCUS FOUNDATION

Pongo, Center for Great Apes, Florida

Sammy, Center for Great Apes, Florida
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The great apes are rapidly losing much of
their forest habitat, which is being degraded
and fragmented by human activities such as
agriculture, mining and commercial logging.
Many populations of these apes are found
in areas where civil wars are raging, making
conservation difficult if not impossible.
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Conservation – pursuing social and
ecosystem balance
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At first glance it might seem that poverty reduction has
nothing to do with conservation, but the two challenges
are inextricably linked. Although the world is rapidly
urbanizing, the majority of the world’s poorest people
still live in rural areas, and it is in these areas that
conservation efforts also are focused. Forests, for
example, provide a home – or a source of livelihood –
to an estimated 1.2 billion poor people. These people
are directly dependent on the goods and services
provided by nature for food, fuel, fodder and shelter. In
these cases, conservation can mean survival. In many
other cases, however, poor people have not only urgent
needs such as for food, but also very limited rights
over the land and resources on which they depend,
and hence little incentive for conservation – better to
grab resources now while they are there in case access
is denied tomorrow. Furthermore, some conservation
strategies can further weaken these rights. Protected
areas can often result in reduced access to land and

These issues are of particular concern to the long-term
success of great ape conservation. While apes, our closest
living relatives, have considerable “existence value” to
those of us who do not have to worry about whether we
have enough food to eat from one day to the next, for
poor people the apes can represent a significant constraint to their livelihoods. Successful ape conservation
requires that sufficient habitat is maintained to support
the apes’ breeding, foraging and hunting patterns.
However, the same habitat is in high demand from both
rich and poor for other uses – timber, food, fuel, grazing.
Conservation can be a viable land-use option in some
cases, and great apes have a strong tourism value in
some of their ranges. However, the benefits from tourism
that flow to the poor are often limited and, when livelihoods are at stake, not incentive enough to forsake
the other opportunities that generate more immediate,
tangible benefits (meat, land and forest resources) if
conservation was ignored.
There are no simple solutions. Although there are
examples of win-wins where conservation and poverty
reduction go hand in hand, in the majority of cases
there are often significant trade-offs to be made.
Acknowledging and negotiating these trade-offs, rather
than pursuing either conservation or poverty reduction in
isolation, is an essential step forward – but a step that
is often an uncomfortable one to take. One thing is clear
however: conservation is as much a social and political
process as an ecological one. Acknowledging that fact
will be critical if the long-term survival of some of the
species we hold most dear is to be assured.
Dilys Roe is a senior researcher working on the linkages
between biodiversity conservation and poverty reduction at the
International Institute for Environment and Development.
Joanna Elliott is a vice president at the African Wildlife
Foundation and a visiting fellow at the International Institute for
Environment and Development.

Climate change is real, and man-made
emissions are largely responsible. With the
election of the new U.S. President, Barack
Obama, this is a truth almost universally
accepted among both decision-makers and
scientists. Conservative estimates suggest
that global land surface temperatures will
increase by an average of 2-3 degrees centigrade over the next 50-100 years triggering
switches in ocean currents and loss of entire
ecosystems, and damaging the livelihoods
of millions of people.
Most of the world’s threatened species could face
extinction, and apes will be affected. To give them the
greatest possible chance of survival, we need to conserve the largest areas of natural habitat possible so
that they can adapt.
At present, the principle threat to apes is loss of habitat: tropical forests. Despite the efforts of conservation
over the past half-century, these forests are being
destroyed at an ever-increasing rate. One of the main
constraints for preventing deforestation has been lack
of financing, but new money could address this while
combating climate change.
It is estimated that 18-25 percent of the world’s annual
greenhouse gas emissions originate from the destruction of forests. Indonesia ranks third in carbon emissions
because of burning of forest and peat lands: prime
orangutan habitat. Logging is a well-known cause of
deforestation, but as tropical forests occupy land that is
ideal for growing crops like African oil palm, palm cultivation is now a major driver of deforestation. Originally
grown for cooking and cosmetics like soap, oil palm has
already caused enormous loss of orangutan habitat in
Malaysia and Indonesia. Now its fruit is being sold at
$400 per barrel as the world’s primary source of biodiesel.
Consumers like China also are looking to expand their
sources of oil palm in Africa.
Ironically, biofuels were once seen as a way of producing
fuel from a renewable source that didn’t contribute to
climate change. We now know that the carbon released
when native forest is converted to biofuel production
means that even more greenhouse gases are released.
Despite this, the European Union, United States and

other countries have set legal targets for the amount of
biofuel to mix into petrol or diesel.
Forest loss undermines sustainable development
because it means the loss of food, building materials,
clean water and stable weather systems upon which
millions of people rely. Saving forest will save apes, and
will help reduce climate change while increasing peoples’
ability to cope with any climate change that occurs.
Cultural and inherent values of biological diversity
cannot compete with economic argument. The conservation sector is now working with economists to set an
economic value on forest, so that it can compete with
other land uses (such as oil palm and other crops). A
potential answer is to calculate the value of Avoided
Deforestation (AD), in terms of carbon credits. These
could be awarded to tropical countries to sell, thus
preventing their forests from being cut down. At the
moment these are largely hypothetical since AD credits
are not yet part of the existing formal global carbon
trading system. But, they could be included in the
successor to the Kyoto Protocol agreement in 2012.
This could lead to an unprecedented amount of money
being available to conserve forests and ape habitat.
For AD to work the system must be flexible and pragmatic. Conserving forest is complex and includes the
need to take proper account of the estimated 900 million
forest-dependent people who would be affected by poorly
designed international policies. Forest conservation will
need to be balanced against production of biofuels, food
and timber, and the conservation sector will have to forge
partnerships with “old enemies” like logging companies.
Climate change has the potential to negatively impact so
much that everyone is going to have to compromise, and
much broader actions than just tackling deforestation are
required. All carbon trading schemes will still require us,
particularly in the North, to change our way of life and
our consumption patterns. Without those changes, entire
species and many human communities will be lost.
Evan Bowen-Jones is an expert in conservation management
and implementation and has worked in the South Pacific, Southeast Asia, Latin America, the Caribbean and Africa. He previously
held the post of regional director for Fauna & Flora International’s
Americas Programme.
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Poverty reduction is another critical issue for the 21st
Century. The international community has recognized that
the persistence of extreme poverty in developing countries, where more than a billion people have to live on
the equivalent of less than one dollar per day, is not just
immoral, but also a threat to global stability and security.

resources; market mechanisms such as tourism often
favor the better-off at the expense of the poorest; and
land is being increasingly privatized, with serious implications for those with less ability to assert their rights.

GREAT APES ESSAYS

Conservation is a critical issue for the 21st
Century. We are losing species at an unprecedented rate, and climate change threatens to
make this problem even worse. Species loss
is important because the number and mix of
species, the functions they perform and the
interactions between them, provide the basis
for healthy ecosystems. Healthy ecosystems
are needed to support the natural processes
(including climate regulation, water purification and waste recycling) on which human life
depends. Species and natural habitats also
hold aesthetic, cultural and spiritual value for
millions of people – we value them for their very
existence, as much as for the usable products
and services they generate. Great apes – and
the emotions they provoke in humans – are a
prime example of this.

Do we value an ape’s wild home?
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Source: Kühl, H., Maisels, F., Ancrenaz, M. & Williamson, E.A. (2008) Best Practice Guidelines for Surveys and Monitoring of Great Ape Populations. Gland, Switzerland: IUCN/SSC Primate Specialist Group; IUCN 2009.
Source: IUCN Red List of Threatened Species. Version 2009.1. Downloaded on June 1, 2009, www.iucnredlist.org.

“Staring into the eyes of a chimpanzee, I saw a
thinking, reasoning personality looking back. You
may not believe in evolution, and that is all right. How
we humans came to be the way we are is far less
important than how we should act now to get out of
the mess we have made for ourselves.” From the book,
“Reason for Hope: A Spiritual Journey” (grand central publishing) by
Jane Goodall, founder, Jane Goodall Institute
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A reassessment of our closest relatives, the great apes,
has revealed a grim picture. The Western Gorilla has
moved from the category of Endangered to Critically
Endangered. The Sumatran Orangutan remains in
the Critically Endangered category and the Bornean
Orangutan in the Endangered category.

Chimpanzees at Mahale Mountains National Park, Tanzania

The combination
of threats currently
facing the remaining
great apes requires
immediate conservation action at all
levels – from sitespecific initiatives,
through national and
regional strategies,
to international
conventions and
action plans.
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Collaborating to Improve the
Health of the Great Apes

ARCUS FOUNDATION

Through funding from the Arcus Foundation, numerous
groups have been able to proactively address disease
issues in areas where they have watched outbreaks

Traditionally, these groups have subtle differences in
their approach to studying health, and are comprised of
different kinds of health experts; collectively there are
veterinary clinicians, pathologists, diagnosticians and
epidemiologists – all combined with primatologists and
anthropologists. Recently, and with support from the
Arcus Foundation, this community, among others, has
increased its collaboration, relying on differing skill sets
and approaches to solve different parts of these puzzles.
Our collective challenge is to figure out how to match this
emerging multidisciplinary research atmosphere with an
equivalent long-term infrastructure and funding strategy
aimed at the preservation of these irreplaceable populations of wild apes in Africa and Asia.
Dominic Travis is the vice president of Conservation and
Science and Elizabeth Lonsdorf, Ph.D., is director of the
Lester E. Fisher Center for the Study and Conservation of
Apes at the Lincoln Park Zoological Society.

Two hundred years ago, on Feb. 12, 1809,
Charles Darwin was born in England. Few
people have had as much influence – and
stimulated as much controversy – on our
understanding of life and the value of the
diversity of species that populate our earth.
Although the mechanisms of evolution were not discovered during his lifetime, his theories were largely proven
correct by modern research, and in particular by genetic
analysis. Charles Darwin’s theory of evolution has
provided an understanding of biology and behavior and
the logical explanation for this diversity of life. Although
the concept that humans are related to apes through a
common ancestor and are linked through evolution to all
other species continues to be difficult for many people to
accept, it is fundamental to the development of empathy
and respect for all creatures.
The Arcus Foundation deeply values and strives to
ensure respect for our closest cousins, the great apes.
We are dedicated to the conservation and preservation
of habitats and ape species that are facing destruction
from man-made threats, such as deforestation, pollution and global warming. We also recognize and believe
in the rights of the great apes to a dignified and natural
existence – free from exploitative use in media and
entertainment or care in unnatural surroundings. The
many sanctuaries Arcus supports in the U.S. and abroad
are making great strides to create natural and nurturing
environments where great apes can live out their lives
free from harm.
It takes millennia for the evolutionary changes that
Darwin described to take place. These changes allow
species to specialize, adapt to change and find the
means to survive. Yet the changes that humans are
imposing on the world, and most notably the speed at
which those changes are occurring, rarely allow species time and opportunity to adapt and survive. It is
likely that we will lose countless species and much of
the beauty of the natural world that surrounds us. So
it is essential for humanity to protect animals and their
habitats from destruction, and to protect the cultures
and lifestyles that are dependant on those species and

habitats. Unsustainable exploitation, largely by wealthy
nations, is the greatest threat to most endangered and
threatened species. And one of the greatest sources of
resilience for any species is its adaptability to change,
but it has to be given the time to adapt.
In September 2008, the Church of England issued an
article saying that the 200th anniversary of his birth
was a fitting time to apologize to Darwin “for misunderstanding you and, by getting our first reaction wrong,
encouraging others to misunderstand you still” (“Good
Religion Needs Good Science,” Rev. Dr. Malcolm
Brown, director of Mission and Public Affairs, Church
of England).
Darwin published many books, including “On the Origin
of Species,” “The Descent of Man,” “Selection in Relation
to Sex” and “The Expression of the Emotions in Man
and Animals.” His books revolutionized thinking in
Victorian England, and became accepted by the scientific community and a large proportion of the general
public during his lifetime.
To this day, his thoughts and theories influence our lives
and continue to inspire and help us understand the
wonders of the natural world that surrounds us.
Annette Lanjouw is the director of the Arcus Great Apes
Program. Previously, she was the director of the International
Gorilla Conservation Programme and has worked in the field
with bonobos, chimpanzees and gorillas.
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One of the biggest challenges is that this work requires
the support of long-term research infrastructure usually
unavailable in range countries. Even with proper infrastructure, there are multiple barriers to effective identification
and control of disease outbreaks in wild apes. First, the
apes must be found and safely immobilized with anesthetic – not an easy feat in many field situations. While
immobilization is ideal from a veterinary standpoint, it is
challenging from a practical standpoint for logistical and
safety reasons (chimps might flee up a tree, and then fall
down once the anesthetic takes effect). Second, adequate
diagnostic samples must be collected, preserved and
shipped to valid diagnostic laboratories, usually requiring
complicated storage, shipping and logistical organization.
Furthermore, the collection of “adequate diagnostic
samples” is not straightforward since many diseases
require development of specific diagnostic tests requiring
invasive samples such as blood or tissues. Diagnoses are
often made through samples collected in the unfortunate
event that an animal dies and a proper animal autopsy
(necropsy) is performed – too late for the individual
animal, but not necessarily for the population. Finally,
when rare diagnoses are made, control strategies must be
evaluated in an ecological context. Is this disease normal or
natural in this population? Where did it come from? What
are the likely effects on the population? How do we control
and prevent further outbreaks? What is the conservation
ethic of the range country? All these questions need to be
factored into the equation.

ravage apes they have known for up to 40 years. Each
of these interdisciplinary groups is comprised of both
primatologists and health experts from both range and
partner countries. Some, but certainly not all, of the
international organizations and initiatives include:
n the Wildlife Conservation Society’s Field Veterinary
Program, and the Max Planck Institute for Evolutionary
Anthropology, focusing on Ebola virus detection and
control for the vast ape populations of central Africa;
n the MPI and Robert Koch Institute’s long-term work in
the Tai Forest, Cote d’Ivoire, specializing in the development of diagnostic tests using noninvasive samples to
facilitate disease surveillance and outbreak investigations;
n the Mountain Gorilla Veterinary Project, the only
project that regularly does direct clinical veterinary
interventions while monitoring the health of the
extremely small population of mountain gorillas in
Rwanda, Uganda and Democratic Republic of Congo;
n the Gombe Ecosystem Health Project, a collaboration led by the Lincoln Park Zoo, Chicago, with partners
from the Jane Goodall Institute, University of Minnesota,
University of Alabama at Birmingham, Emory University,
Tanzania National Parks and Tanzania Wildlife Research
Institute, focusing on the implementation of a model
epidemiological surveillance system encompassing an
entire population of wild apes for the first time.

GREAT APES ESSAYS

Great ape populations are in decline due to
habitat fragmentation, bushmeat hunting and
disease outbreaks. Recently, infectious diseases
such as Ebola virus, anthrax and a number of
suspected respiratory and wasting diseases
– possibly introduced by local people, tourists
or researchers – have caused increased death
and disease in many populations of endangered
great apes. As a result, ape conservationists
worldwide have been required to create a new
paradigm of multidisciplinary collaboration to
investigate and solve these problems.

Darwin – Understanding the
Beauty of Our Natural World
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Mountain gorillas, Volcanoes National Park, Rwanda. Clockwise from left: Kwakane, Tuyishime, Kurira, Nyagakangaga

The 10% increase in
the mountain gorilla
population within
ten years of the
program’s inception
demonstrates the
efficacy of International
Gorilla Conservation
Programme’s holistic
approach to conservation.

“Having shown their
resilience, we look forward
to a bright future of thriving
communities, both gorilla
and human, living in peace
alongside each other.” EugénE
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By improving livelihoods, encouraging
sustainable use of resources and tackling
other local issues via a range of community
initiatives, the program aims to influence
attitudes to conservation at all levels
and reduce the threats facing the parks,
forests and wildlife.
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Rutagarama, director, International
Gorilla Conservation Programme

Source: International Gorilla Conservation Programme (IGCP)
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Achieving conservation and respect for the great apes

“We all just want to
make sure they get
their fair share of
a happy ending.”
Dr. Carole Noon

Arcus Great Apes Program

African Wildlife Foundation
Washington, DC
$90,000 for emergency
humanitarian support to assist
the Virunga National Park
staff during the political crisis
and conflict in the Democratic
Republic of Congo, and for
emergency support for continued monitoring and protection
of mountain gorillas.
Conservation International
Arlington, VA
$180,208 for support of the
Section on Great Apes of the
Primate Specialist Group to
develop a bonobo conservation
strategy.
Fauna & Flora International
Cambridge, UK
$258,496 over two years for
creation of a conservation movement to maintain the remaining
orangutan populations and their
habitat in Danau Sentarum
National Park, Indonesia.
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Friends of Bonobos
Minneapolis, MN
$150,000 over three years for
support of bonobo rehabilitation
and long-term care at the Lola
ya Bonobo sanctuary located
in the Democratic Republic
of Congo, and for bonobo
reintroduction efforts.

The Humane Society of
the United States
Washington, DC
$445,000 over three years
for the Chimps Deserve Better campaign to end the use
of chimpanzees in invasive
research in the United States
and permanently retire approximately 1,200 chimpanzees
currently in government and
private laboratories to approved
sanctuaries.
International Conservation
and Education Fund
Washington, DC
$135,000 over two years to
assess the efficacy of videocentered education outreach
efforts on the bushmeat trade
in the Republic of Congo.
International Primate
Protection League
Summerville, SC
$100,000 over two years for the
Last Great Ape Organization’s
work to end ape trafficking and
to promote wildlife law enforcement in Cameroon and beyond.
Land Empowerment
Animals People
Oakland, CA
$61,000 for the KOPEL
cooperative to complete the
construction of the communityowned Tungog Rainforest
Eco-Camp in Sabah, Malaysia,
an orangutan habitat.

Max Planck Society for the
Advancement of Science
Leipzig, Germany
$19,430 over two years for support of the Max Planck Institute
for Evolutionary Anthropology’s
Department of Primatology to
establish a working group that
would develop a strategy for the
use of vaccination as a tool for
conserving ape populations.
MGVP
Baltimore, MD
$100,000 for general operating
support for the Mountain Gorilla
Veterinary Project to improve
the sustainability of mountain
gorilla populations in Rwanda.
New England AntiVivisection Society
Boston, MA
$119,750 for the Release and
Restitution for Chimpanzees
in U.S. Laboratories project,
to end the use of all invasive
research on great apes in the
United States and support the
retirement of laboratory chimpanzees to permanent sanctuary.
People, Resources and
Conservation Foundation
New York, NY
$216,418 over two years for
a comprehensive review of
the conservation status of the

Population Media Center
Shelburne, VT
$50,000 for the radio program
Umurage Urukwiye (Rwanda’s
Brighter Future) to promote
human behavior change
in reproductive health that
addresses environmental
sustainability and livelihoods,
with a focus on the conservation of the mountain gorilla.
Save the Chimps
Fort Pierce, FL
$890,000 to support continued high quality care for the
chimpanzees located in Florida
and New Mexico sanctuary
locations and for establishment
of organizational infrastructure
and internal systems.
Save the Chimps
Fort Pierce, FL
$1,988,689 to support continued high quality care for the
chimpanzees located in Florida
and New Mexico sanctuary
locations and to continue to
build organizational infrastructure
and internal systems.
WCMC 2000
Cambridge, UK
$384,935 to develop and
implement an accessible information service that delivers
data and information on great
apes in combination with
contextual information on
location of threats, conservation
actions and other issues
affecting ape populations.
Wild Chimpanzee
Foundation
Leipzig, Germany
$250,594 over three years for a
series of awareness campaigns
in the Ivory Coast and Liberia,
where potentially high numbers
of chimpanzees live in fairly
intact rainforest habitat, and
where results of biomonitoring
are available.

In memory of Dr. Carole Noon, 1949-2009
The Arcus Foundation pays tribute to Dr. Carole Noon, the
founder and director of Save the Chimps sanctuary. Dr. Noon
was an inspiring woman who was motivated to spend her life
caring and providing a better future for chimpanzees. Carole
was the most wonderfully kind, generous and intelligent
woman, with a tremendous sense of humor. She will be
enormously missed.

Save the Chimps, Ft. Pierce, Florida
Wildlife Conservation
Society
Bronx, NY
$73,370 for the development
of a species action plan for the
conservation of the eastern
chimpanzee.
Wildlife Conservation
Society
Bronx, NY
$190,760 over two years to
create a diagnostic facility in
Brazzaville, Republic of Congo,
to analyze samples and diagnose disease outbreaks affecting
the country’s great apes.
World Wildlife Fund
Washington, DC
$200,000 over two years
to improve protection of the
Western Bornean orangutan
from pressures that are
threatening the existence of
the estimated 1,000 individuals
remaining in the wild.

Special Opportunity

This limited support
is provided only at the
initiation of the Foundation.
The Foundation does not
accept unsolicited requests
for funds in this area.

Ol Pejeta Ranching Limited
Nanyuki, Kenya
$58,390 for support of the
funding of a chief financial
officer position for 12 months
to assist the chief executive
officer of Ol Pejeta Conservancy in financial planning,
performance monitoring and
risk management.

How to Apply
The Arcus Foundation has a four-step grant application process.
A basic outline of our process is below. For full instructions,
please visit the “How to Apply” page on our Web site at
www.arcusfoundation.org.
1. Confirm Eligibility
n Applicant organizations must be tax-exempt under Section 501(c)(3)
of the Internal Revenue Code. An organization based outside the
U.S. must demonstrate that it is a U.S. 501(c)(3) equivalent.
n Applicant organizations must have in place a board-approved Equal
Employment Opportunity (EEO) Policy that specifically includes
and lists sexual orientation and gender identity, and requires compliance with all other applicable federal and local EEO laws.
2. Contact Arcus Foundation Staff
An initial conversation with one of our program officers is a required
first step before submitting any written requests. The contact
information for the appropriate person for each program area can be
found on our Web site.
3. Submit an LOI (Letter of Inquiry) Form
Applicant organizations are asked to submit Letters of Inquiry using
the LOI (Letter of Inquiry) Form found on our Web site.
4. If Invited, Submit a Full Grant Proposal
After reviewing your Letter of Inquiry, the Foundation will inform you
as to whether a full proposal is invited.
Please visit our Web site at www.arcusfoundation.org for
detailed, step-by-step Funding Guidelines and full descriptions of
Arcus Foundation programs.
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Fauna & Flora International
Cambridge, UK
$224,224 over two years for
a status review of endangered
crested gibbons, coordinated
with long-term efforts for their
conservation, in Vietnam and
the Lao People’s Democratic
Republic.

Great Ape Trust of Iowa
Des Moines, IA
$75,000 to document the
long-term effects of logging on
orangutan behavior and survival
in Sumatra, Indonesia.

Lukuru Wildlife Research
Foundation
Marion, OH
$300,000 for phase II of the
New Conservation Landscape
for Bonobo project, which
explores and initiates protection
of the Tshuapa-Lomami-Lualaba
Forest in the Democratic Republic
of Congo.

hoolock gibbon in Myanmar,
while strengthening the capacity
of the local conservation
movement in primate surveying,
monitoring, and conservation.

GREAT APES grants

The goal of the Arcus Great Apes Program is to
ensure the respect and survival of the great apes and
their natural habitat. The Arcus Great Apes Program
supports conservation and policy advocacy efforts
that promote the survival of the great apes in the wild
and in sanctuaries that offer high quality care, safety
and freedom from invasive research and other forms
of exploitation. Support is limited to activities that
specifically impact gorillas, chimpanzees, orangutans,
bonobos and gibbons. 24 grants totaling $6,952,874

Land Empowerment
Animals People
Oakland, CA
$450,000 over three years for
support of Hutan - Kinabatangan
Orangutan Conservation Project
in Sabah, Malaysia, to find
realistic solutions where the sustainable use of natural resources
and durable socio-economic
development can be compatible
with the conservation of the
orangutan and its habitat.
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Consolidated Statement of Financial Position
As of December 31, 2008. Prepared by O’Connor Davies Munns & Dobbins, LLP

Cash and cash equivalents

Assets

$62,864,851

Accrued interest and dividends

166,481

Investments

77,134,364

Prepaid federal excise tax

105,000

Property, equipment and leasehold improvements, net

3,079,571

Other assets
	Total Assets
Liabilities and Net Assets	

151,185
$143,501,452

Liabilities

		

Grants payable, net

		

Accounts payable and accrued expenses

		

Deferred federal excise tax

$20,335,461
437,019
45,000

Total Liabilities

$20,817,480

Net Assets

122,683,972

	Total Liabilities and Net Assets

$143,501,452

Grants and Operating Expenses 2008
Total $32,204,543
$25,452,420
Grants Awarded

$36,453
Employee Match and Misc.

$2,128,331
Religion & Values
$2,359,000
Racial Justice, Sexual
Orientation & Gender Identity

$6,952,874
Great Apes Program

$5,700,902
Special Opportunities
$1,121,220
Michigan Racial and
Economic Justice Initiative
$6,752,123
Operating Expenses

$2,240,000
International LGBT Rights

$3,103,000
National LGBT Rights

$495,000
National Collaborative
$1,165,850
Michigan LGBT Rights
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This Consolidated Statement of Financial Position is a combined statement for the Arcus Foundation and Arcus Operating Foundation. The
Arcus Operating Foundation supports the mission of the Arcus Foundation through convenings, research and special projects that increase
philanthropic engagement.

Ol Pejeta Conservancy, Kenya
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$149,790
Special Fund for
Michigan Collaboration
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Board and Staff
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Jon Stryker
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Cathy J. Cohen
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Grants Management Assistant   

New York Office
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Office Manager
Richard Burns
Chief Operating Officer
Celeste Dado
Senior Grants Manager
Fred Davie
Senior Director
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Trishala Deb
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“Justice

cannot be for one side alone,
but must be for both.”Eleanor Roosevelt

Santiago Lopez
Program Associate
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Sarah Nerboso
Grants Management Associate
Cindy Rizzo
Senior Director
Grantmaking and Evaluation
Kristine Stallone
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Carla Sutherland
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Special thanks to Arcus staff who were
with us in 2008 not listed above: Jane
Dunne, Rosemary Linares, Maria Saavedra
and Alvin Starks.
Thank you to Jurek Wajdowicz and
Antonin Kratochvil for the inspired location
photography and portraits.

New York City
Photography: © Antonin Kratochvil – pages 9-11, 13-15, 17-19, 21 & 23; ©Center For Great Apes – Tab photo (top) pages 31, 35, 39 & 43; ©Greenpeace – Tab photo
(third) pages 31, 35, 39 & 43; ©Leap – page 33 (top); ©Jon Stryker – Tab photo (second) pages 31, 35, 39 & 43; © Jon Stryker and Slobodan Randjelovic – pages
36-37; © Jon Stryker and Ronda Stryker – pages 40-41; © Ronda Stryker – pages 44-45; © Jurek Wajdowicz – Covers, inside covers, pages 1-7, 25-29, 32, 33 (center),
43 (large photo) & 46; ©Rob Webster/WWF – page 33 (bottom), Tab photo (bottom) pages 31, 35, 39 & 43.
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